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Abstract
The growing need of processing massive amounts of
data leads database researchers to explore the possibility of combining their existing single-computer database
systems with the popular parallel processing platform
Hadoop. These hybrid systems not only can keep the efficiency of database processing, but also achieve a remarkable scalability.
This poster intends to propose such a system named
Parallel S ECONDO. It combines Hadoop with a number of extensible S ECONDO database engines, in order
to scale up the capability of processing extensible data
models in S ECONDO to a cluster of computers. It is also
evaluated with the join operation on standard, spatial and
spatio-temporal data upon different sizes of clusters.

level [5, 1], by performing the task of shuffling intermediate data with distributed databases instead of Hadoop.
Therefore, all data are exchanged between database engines directly, hence to reduce the unnecessary transform and transfer overhead. A prototype system Parallel S ECONDO is developed based on this method and a
customized distributed file system PSFS (Parallel S EC ONDO File System) is proposed accordingly.
Moreover, Parallel S ECONDO also develops a parallel
data model to indicate distributed data and state parallel queries. It supports all existing S ECONDO data types
and their related operators, including spatial and spatiotemporal data (or moving objects). Thereby, the user
can describe parallel queries as usual in S ECONDO executable language, like using a normal single-computer
system.

1 Motivation & Approach
Most existing Hadoop extensions like HadoopDB [3]
rely on Hadoop to shuffle intermediate data, in order to
get a balanced workload assignment on cluster nodes.
During the process, intermediate data have to be transformed to key-value pairs and delivered to HDFS. These
overheads cause a performance degradation of Hadoop
hybrid systems.
In this poster, we present a novel method to couple Hadoop and our extensible database system S EC ONDO [4, 2] at the engine level rather than the SQL
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2 Evaluations
Parallel S ECONDO is evaluated with two parallel join
methods, HDJ and SDJ, which respectively rely on
Hadoop and S ECONDO to shuffle intermediate data. The
evaluation is made in both our own small-scale cluster
and large-scale clusters consisting of hundreds of Amazon Web Service (AWS) instances, revealing that HDJ
well inherits the scalability from Hadoop, while SDJ
performs more efficiently in limited scale clusters of up
to 100 computers. As a result, we obtain for the first
time a highly scalable generic system for moving objects
management.
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